
Henley on Thames

‘Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I 
remember. Involve me and I learn.’

Benjamin Franklin

Learn for the love of learning. Share your interests and 
meet new friends by joining the u3a - probably the 
largest adult-learning community - local, regional and 
international.  Just £15 a year.
                        
The u3a is a non-political, non-religious registered charity 
and requires no qualifications other than an enthusiasm 
for lifelong learning; a collaborative approach where peers 
learn from each other.

Founded in 1981, the UK alone has 450,000 members, 
belonging to 1,057 branches, and the Henley branch 
was one of the first.  The charity administered by a Trust 
based in London has links to the international body.  It 
is also affiliated to the European Federation of Older 
Students (EFOS).  

At branch level, the u3a is administered by a committee 
of volunteers with members facilitating a variety of 
interest groups which reflect their interests and passions.  
In normal circumstances the majority of groups meet 
in the homes of members or local halls and many have 
continued to meet throughout lockdown on Zoom. 

Additionally, and open to all members, we have two 
monthly talks; one on Art History and another of general 
interest given by a variety of speakers.

New members bring new knowledge and enthusiasms.  
Friendships are forged, fun is had and both mind and body 
are invigorated.  Joining the u3a is a wonderful transition 
from the dedication to a career to continued learning and 
extending interests.  Active participation is encouraged 
but enthusiastic listeners are welcome.  Regular coffee 
mornings are held together with bi-annual lunches.  

Members receive an informative 
half-yearly Henley Newsletter 
and a quarterly national 
magazine, Third Age Matters. learn 
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If you would like further information, would like to 
join or start a new group, please speak to one of the 
committee members, email: 
henleyu3amsec@gmail.com or go to our website
https://u3asites.org.uk/henley-on-thames/welcome

Chairman:  Charles Whittaker
Membership Secretary: Ros Whittaker
Treasurer:  Mike Pugsley
Secretary:  Lynette Hawkins

Across the UK, u3a members are learning, staying 
active and having fun in later life. It’s local, social, 
friendly, great value and open to all.

Any member can start a new group.  All that is required is 
an enthusiasm for a topic or activity.  Whilst most groups 
meet once a month, others like table tennis and allotment, 
meet weekly; the convenor, with the group, decide where 
and when to meet.  Contact the membership secretary 
who will establish if other members share the interest.  
Being a convenor is not onerous as organising can be 
shared with participants and the committee offer help and 
guidance.  All members are covered by the u3a insurance.

As a member of Henley u3a you can access many lectures 
and workshops offered by the Thames Valley Network and 
the National body

Thames Valley Network is the regional umbrella 
organisation representing 48 u3a groups.  The aim is to 
advance education and to facilitate co-operation between 
groups.  There is an annual programme of study days and 
workshops open to all members who are kept informed 
individually.  http://u3atvnetwork.org.uk/
 
National u3a offers a selection of online events available to 
all u3a members. These include events with the National 
Gallery, Royal Institution, Guildhall Art Gallery, and the 
British Library (for which there may be a charge).  There 
are also a number of workshops, webinars and interactive 
sessions delivered by members for members, which are 
free to join.   https://www.u3a.org.uk/
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Opera Discussion - a sociable group sharing a love 
of classical and modern opera, watching and discussing 
performances in a comfortable 
home setting using 
mostly DVDs. 

Art History - presented each month by Keith Appleby, 
a local artist and former lecturer, covering a diverse 
range of styles, movements and artists ranging from The 
St Ives School, to Turner and Pictures on a Page – how 
photography tells a story.

Talks - An eclectic range of talks delivered by experts on 
topics ranging from Andrew Carnegie, to Our Industrial 
Heritage and Curiosities in 
the Cotswolds.

Allotment - An active group meeting throughout the 
year at Watermans Allotments, growing from seeds and 
exploring new and unusual vegetables.

Art Group - meeting twice monthly with a 
combination of tutored and untutored sessions for 
enthusiastic artists of all abilities.

Book Group - contemporary authors are chosen and 
discussed by the group such as Kate Atkinson, William 
Boyd and Anita Shreve.

Bridge - Groups of varying experience including 
beginners, provided a viable group can be formed.
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Family History - Members share their experience of 
research methods and sources to develop knowledge 
of their ancestry. Beginners are welcome.’ 

Discussion - Meeting to discuss topical subjects 
from philosophical ideas to current affairs.

Film - Viewing a variety of contemporary films 
chosen by the convenor, followed by a drink and 
discussion/analysis.

French Intermediate  - A small group of 
francophiles who meet to improve their written and 
spoken French and their knowledge of France..

Gardening - enthusiastic gardeners share their pas-
sions - with discussions, visits & regular lunches.
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Italian - The group is well established under the 
guidance of an experienced Italian teacher. It now 
operates at an intermediate level covering grammar, 
reading, speaking and translation, plus correction of 
written work.

Latin - All you need is a sound knowledge of, and 
passion for, grammar. You may have studied Latin 
to O level but beginners are welcome; detangle 
declensions, count conjugation and put pronouns 
in their place. Progress will be at a pace to suit the 
group with some translation to/from Latin at each 
meeting.

Photography - the aim 
is to improve photographic 
skills regardless of previous 
experience or type of camera 
used. Members undertake 
monthly projects and share their 
work for discussion.

Play Reading - A fun group, choosing shorter 
plays allowing for role swapping and discussion. 

Poetry - The group meets to discuss a poet or topic 
chosen by one of the members. The aim of the session is 
to further understand poetic technique.

Shakespeare - A new group sharing their love of 
The Bard, who will watch and discuss plays.

Table Tennis - An enthusiastic group of mixed 
ability players.  Table tennis offers great mind-body 
stimulation, aerobic exercise and social interaction - 
and lots of fun.

Short Walks - about 3-4 miles, relatively flat with no 
stiles in the Henley area and environs often finishing 
with coffee or lunch.  Each May sees a delightful 
bluebell walk in Mays Green 

Day Walks - a 
steady walk of about 
7 miles, with a pub 
lunch en route, in the 
Chilterns.  An annual 
away walk with a 
Christmas lunch.

Wine Appreciation - A sociable group, meeting 
in members’ homes to expand knowledge of wine 
by discussing grape varietals, regions and climate, 
vintages, appearance, and matching food with wine 
and sometimes with visiting speakers or a residential 
wine course.

Creative Writing - The group aims to improve 
members’ writing styles through taught theory, 
discussion, practical exercises and feedback on work 
completed each month. Together with the Art Group 
it has produced a 250-page Anthology of fiction, 
memoirs and paintings.
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‘Still life with tomatoes’ by Denise Keir

‘Sky frame’ by Jan Bishop


